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o n e .  From the Top
Government-Sponsored Creativity

When I feel trapped, I ask myself, what would an artist do?
— A N T A N A S  M O C K O S

Mime over Matter
“Professor Mockus, what gave you the idea to replace the traffic police with 

pantomime artists?” It was an obvious question for the recent mayor of 
Bogota, but if  the student hadn't asked, I might not have learned that one 
principle of the mayor’s astounding success is his disarming sense of hu
mor. He knows when to take a joke seriously and set off ripples of shared 
fun. Antanas Mockus and I were co-teaching a graduate course at Har
vard University during the fall semester of 2004. Foundational Fictions, 
a course on the backdrop of nineteenth-century national novels, and the 
work of other Cultural Agents framed his reflections on creativity during 
two terms in office (1995-1997 and 2001-2003). Those novels, written by 
political leaders to fan desire for national consolidation, were background 
cases for considering art’s recent work in public life.1

Before Bogota elected Mockus in 1994 it was the most dangerous city 
in Latin America, according to the U.S. State Department advisory not to 
go there. At international airports, official warnings singled out Lagos and 
Bogota as places too troubled to traffic in tourism. On this count, Bogo-



F IG U R E  1 . 1 . M ime directs traffic in  Bogoti, E l Tiempo, February 1995 .

Source: E l Tiempo archives. Bogota, Colombia.

tanos themselves didn’t doubt the North American advice to keep a safe 
distance from the city. Many had lost confidence altogether and emigrated 
if they could afford to, so that—for example—their children could attend 
school without personal bodyguards. The city seemed hopelessly mired in 
a level o f corruption that turns almost any investment against itself because 
conventional cures of money or more armed enforcement would have ag
gravated, not mitigated, the greed and the violence. Stumped for a while, 
like the political scientists and economists, including Larry Summers, who 
admit defeat when I ask what they would have done, the new mayor took an 
unconventional turn toward art. Mockus had been reluctant to call his cre
ativity by its common name. But by 2006 “Por amor al arte” (For the Love 
of Art) was the name of his political platform for the presidential elections 
in Colombia.2 The next and nearly successful 2010 campaign for the presi
dency was more cautious, but buoyedby citizens already primed to cocreate 
projects with Mockus.3 Then an invitation from the curators of Berlin’s 2012 
Biennale confirmed his international reputation as a creative artist.4

The mimes were only one of the mayor’s many arts-inspired interven
tions or “cultural acupunctures” during his first administration. The thera
peutic term customizes “urban acupuncture,” coined by Mayor Jaime
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Lerner of Curitiba, Brazil, to highlight social practices that can be pressed 
into service for collective healing.5 I f  the acupuncture shows even modest 
relief, it signals the efficacy of collective action and encourages skeptics to 
join the first movers.6 These treatments included painting city streets with 
fifteen hundred fleeting stars/crosses 1.2 meters long to mark the points 
where people died in car accidents. It was a caution to pedestrians who 
were used to taking “shortcuts” (shorthand for all sorts o f corruption in 
Colombia).

Citywide contests for the best poster promoting condoms went along 
with distributing them in the hundreds of thousands. Gun shafts were sawn 
into rings commemorating the violence that was thereby ritually relegated 
to the past. “Rock the Parks” concerts every week gave youth a regular 
public stage to reclaim their space after dark. “Vaccine against Violence” 
was a citywide performance-therapy against domestic aggression that had 
reached “epidemic” levels. To follow the medical metaphor, epidemics call 
for vaccines, those tiny doses of aggression that inoculate vulnerable vic
tims against far greater violence. Over several weekends, nearly forty-five 
thousand citizens lined up holding balloons on which they painted the 
haunting image of the person who had most abused them. And then—on

f i g u r e  1 .2 . Fallen star, to commemorate traffic death, Bogota, 1996.

Source: E l Tiempo archives. Bogota, Colombia.
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reaching real and “acting” doctors—they expressed rage, burst the balloon, 
and either felt relief (catharsis) or were signed up for therapy programs. 
The mayor’s team also printed 350,000 laminated cards with a “thumbs- 
up” on one side and red “thumbs-down” on the other, for citizens to flash 
approval or disapproval of traffic behavior and mutually regulate a shared 
public sphere.7 They discontinued the game after a season, however, when 
Mockus conceded to critics that disapproval might interfere with the de
velopment of self-esteem and self-efficacy.

Another interruption of murderous routine was “Women’s Night Out.” 
Unlike the direct demands for women’s rights in Anglo-American “Take 
Back the Night,” Bogota’s feminist project was indirect and playful. It en
couraged sociability among women, who took to the streets, the bars, and 
dance clubs while men stayed home. Seven hundred thousand women 
went out on the first “Night Out.” The men balked but mostly obeyed the 
order to stay indoors, probably reluctant to be taken for women. Those who 
insisted on coming out clipped self-authorizing “Safe-Conduct Passes” 
printed in newspapers. The morning after, headlines reported in bold caps 
that, astonishingly for Bogota, there was only one homicide and no traf
fic deaths.8 Another initially unpopular measure among men was the time 
limit on selling alcohol. Bars closed by 1:00 a.m., just when things would 
have gotten lively, and violent. But once the media regularly reported fewer 
homicides, resentments abated. For women, their night out showed that 
respect for life and for the law did not sacrifice fun but instead made it 

possible. And the men too began to enjoy the liberating effects of renewed 
civility and improved domestic life.

One important lesson that we learn from Mockus is that without plea
sure, social reform and political pragmatism shrivel into short-lived, self- 
defeating pretensions. Friedrich Schiller knew that by 1793, even before 
his Letters, written in 1794, took single-minded reason to task: “In order 
that obedience to reason may become an object of inclination, it must repre
sent for us the principle of pleasure, for pleasure and pain are the only springs 
which set the instincts in motion ”9 Pain and fear of punishment are of course 
among the incentives for obedience, Mockus also admits; but they gener
ate resentment, along with a destabilizing resistance to law. Unwilling com
pliance sours subjectivity with opposition to the world, while pleasurable 
observance sweetens social integration. Mockus doesn’t entirely trust plea
sure and neither did Schiller, who called it “a very suspicious companion” 
for morality.10 But the uneasy partnership can hardly be avoided, Mockus
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taught in his seminar Hedonism and Pragmatism: Unhindered hedonism 
leads from precarious pleasure to lasting pain, as lawlessness provokes scar
city and violence. And pragmatism without pleasure breeds an equally self- 
defeating distaste for obligations.

Philosopher Mockus may once have overlooked this productive tension 
between reason and passion so familiar to artists, because the field of phi
losophy typically discounts Schiller and even abbreviates Kant, leaving out 
his Critique of Aesthetic Judgment.11 Nevertheless, several essays by Profes
sor Mockus evoke something of Schiller’s paean to creative play and to the 
counterfactual exercise o f imagination.12 Mayor Mockus, however, never 
doubted the efficacy of art. And on reading Viktor Shldovsky’s "Art as Tech
nique” (1913), the formalist manifesto that identifies art as interruption of 
habit, Mockus conceded that yes, he is an artist too.13 The mayor’s knack 
for interrupting quotidian corruption and cynicism animated his general 
platform of cultura ciudadana. “Civic culture” combines pedagogy and 
persuasion to “harmonize” the competing norms of moral, legal, and cul
tural practices, first by demonstrating the costs of “divorce” among them, 
and then by cajoling citizens to reconcile formal with informal codes of 
behavior.14

“Antanas sees the city as a huge classroom,” his deputy mayor, Alicia 
Eugenia Silva, used to say.15 That classroom looked like a vaudeville theater 
when Mockus dressed up as “Super Citizen" in tights and cape to talk on 
t v , or when he’d perform civic messages in rap, or proudly wear a toy frog 

(equivalent to a stool pigeon) to celebrate informants for their courage 
to condemn a crime. This “croactivity” brought culture close to morality 
and in line with the law. Think of traffic in this framework of harmoniz
ing formal with informal rules: It had long been legally wrong, sometimes 
morally indifferent, but culturally cool to cross the street in the middle of 
a block or at a red light. (Drug-traffic and related violence showed similar 
asymmetries of legal intolerance, moral ambivalence, and cultural accep
tance.) But the mimes who mocked infringements, and the fleeting com
memorative stars that intercepted incautious pedestrians, raised moral 
support for traffic law and cheapened the cultural cache o f ignoring the 
law, bringing all three codes into closer agreement.

Governments will inevitably attempt to direct creativity toward “har
monization,” and official preferences can come close to censorship, so art
ists typically resent the priorities and defend their freedom to dissent or to 
simply ignore official interest.16 Among these artists, Victor Laignelet had
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f i g u r e  1.3. Super Civico.
Source: El Tiempo archives. Bogota, Colombia.

kept his distance from government until Antanas Mockus made him think 
again: “I asked myselfwhat would be gained andwhatlostbyworkingwith 
the new mayor in a desperate city. M y conclusion was that Antanas was 
worth the gamble. He does not instrumentalize art for pre-defined ends, as 
standard politicians do, but rather engages debate and polysemic interpre
tation through art. In any case, full artistic freedom made little sense in a 
violent society that lacked freedom of movement and exploration.” 17 

Mockus himself would joke about the illusion of uncluttered freedom 
in a country as chaotic as Colombia. “In the United States or Canada I’d 
probably he an anarchist. M y ambition for Colombia is for my grandchil
dren to have the anarchist option, because right now and for the immedi
ate future no one here would notice.” From this lawless limit condition, 
Mockus engaged Jean-Franpois Lyotard during his visit to Bogota in 1995. 
The local philosopher asked the French guest for his opinion about which 
disposition best suited contemporary Colombia: one that favored obedi
ence to the law or one that reserved judgment in order to preserve political 

flexibility. The pointed question raised from city hall represented a risk to 
Mockus’s campaign against “shortcuts” in everything from jaywalking to 
buying votes. Lyotard’s hook, The Postmodern Condition, was a fashionable
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defense of contemporary skepticism: the book recommends the flexible 
and pragmatic scientific method to test hypotheses that last only as long 
as they are useful. Lyotard showed that scientists don’t presume to estab
lish fixed laws, and neither should anyone else. But, in the there and then 
o f Colombia’s borderline situation as Mockus confronted it, Lyotard con
ceded that Law was in order.18

Risks and Results
I f  you ask Antanas Mockus how he came to art for civic education he may 
modestly fail to mention the dissertation he wrote in philosophy, about the 
power of (art-ifical) representation to mediate between personal percep
tion and interpersonal communication. Published in 1988, the thesis de
scribes an arc from Descartes’s achievement of conceptual clarity by using 
linguistic artifice/representation to Habermas’s invitation to communica
tive action: through representation, conflicting positions can play and con
struct universally acceptable principles.19 (Augusto Boal treated all repre
sentation as theater, that is, to act and to know that one is acting.)20

Whether or not Mockus mentions his significant contribution to phi
losophy, he will not fail to attribute his initiation in art to his adored 
mother, a ceramic artist who raised two children on her own strength and 
talent after her husband’s early death. Mrs. Nijole Sivickas Mockus is a 
Lithuanian immigrant of delicate proportions and solid determination who 
still produces massive and dynamic ceramic sculptures every day though 
she is into her eighties. Serving as her assistant from childhood through 
his young adult years, Antanas would be instructed, for example, to in
crease the dimensions of a work in progress by 10 percent. Years later, he 
launched a municipal tax-paying campaign called “1x0% for Bogota,” which 
encouraged citizens to pay a tithe in excess of the taxes they owed. The city 
needed the extra money to unclog and to rebuild itself, Mockus told voters 
in his first mayoral campaign. He actually promised—not threatened—to 
raise taxes in order to finance urgent public works, but an intransigent city 
council refused to approve the increase. Mockus responded with a clev
erly contradictory program: “Impuestos Voluntarios” (Voluntary Impo
sitions/Taxes). Almost unbelievably, in a city where corruption had for 
years dissuaded citizens from paying up, over sixty-three thousand families 
paid in excess of their obligation. They added 10 percent to fund particular
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f i g u r e  1 . 4 . Homicides Drop. Graph by Sumona Chakravarty.

projects: schools, parks, hospitals, transportation, and so forth, confident 
that this mayor would not steal the money.

From the time he took office to the time he left his second term, 
Bogota's tax revenues had increased astronomically, almost 300 percent. 
The same period marked a sharp decline in homicides (67 percent) and 
in traffic deaths (51 percent). Independent studies corroborated the re
sults of the mayor’s Observatory of Civic Culture, established in 1995 to 
collect and analyze surveys of citizens’ attitudes and behavior.21 Programs 
were designed to address specific survey results, and new surveys provided 
feedback to determine if the programs should continue, change, or discon
tinue.22 Regular reporting o f even small incremental results had its own 
feedback effect, as citizens began to acknowledge a measurable trend which 
disposed them to participate more fully.23 Along with the qualitative ana
lyses prepared by sociologists, anthropologists, and political scientists, the 
Observatory's statisticians and economists produced quantitative reports
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f i g u r e  1 .5 . Income from Tax Increases. Graph by  Sumona Chakravarty.

that have cured me of a humanist's allergy to statistics. Numbers may he 
the mayor's most eloquent evidence of the aesthetic effects he provoked.24

The documented results o f cultura ciudadana prove that positive change 
is possible even in apparently intractable conditions. During a memorable 
moment o f our co-taught course on cultural agents, Mockus made this 
point with aplomb and understatement. We had invited Homi Bhabha to 
speak on Frantz Fanon, about whom Bhabha has written brilliantly. The 
talk made references to Antonio Gramsci, who located opportunities for 
change at the margins of government, under its radar, in the cracks and 
contradictions that exist between government and oppositional forces.
This was an apt figure for Gramsci’s “war of position,” waged in historical 
conditions always "rich with contradictions” in culture.25 Mockus listened 
attentively, as he always does, and then made a single comment: “There 
are cracks and contradictions inside government too where wars of posi
tion can gain ground through cultural persuasion and alternative practices.”
Here was a participant observer who had enough experience and imagina
tion to ground Gramsci’s hunches in reformist, rather than revolutionary, 
politics. Governments need not be eliminated, either by armed force or by
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cumulative cultural revolution; they can he reformed through the intrinsic 
dynamism of programs that coordinate active citizens with creative and 
transparent leadership.

After the icebreakers o f artistic acupuncture, Bogota’s mood changed.26 
Citizens voluntarily collaborated with government and expected good re
sults. The success surprised everyone, including the mayor. There were 
fiscal reforms (transparency and voluntary tithes), educational improve
ments (with arts and evaluation), better law enforcement (Mockus and his 
staff taught at the police academy), new public transportation (the Trans- 
milenio), and water conservation (40 percent reductions that continue 
today). Despair turns out to be unrealistic or lazy, a failure of determina
tion and creativity.

When admirers from other cities eagerly solicit his advice but stay shy 
of playing games, Mockus recommends more creativity. And when they 
simply copy an intervention, as the mimes were copied in more than one 
hundred Colombian cities without any measurable effect, he urges more 
serious analysis.27 Cultura ciudadana is not a recipe but an approach, 
Mockus consistently tells them. It combines the ludic with the legal and 
counts on analyses of local conditions. In other cities, programs should be 
customized or replaced by new games.28 The Transmilenio, for example, 
is adapted from “Curitiba’s rapid transit bus system, with its trademark 
clear tubes for same level pre-boarding. . . . Bogota and Seoul have bor
rowed from the concept. Los Angeles and Detroit envy it.”29 The point is 
to think adaptively and creatively. When critics object that Mockus cannot 
be right because he thinks counterfactually, he agrees with them, but adds 
that without imagining the counterfactual, change remains unthinkable.

Among the many games that Mockus pioneered, the traffic mimes re
main a special first case. The mimes rehearse an entire repertory of possi
bilities. Twenty made-up artists "with no authority to detain people or to 
issue traffic tickets stopped buses, mocked jaywalkers, and beguiled a grow
ing public. The effective antics encouraged Mockus and his inspired staff to 
keep playing. Within ten years, traffic deaths decreased from thirteen hun
dred per year to six hundred. For two weeks each mime would train twenty 
amateurs—gradually including the homeless and even professional police 
among the eventual four hundred recruits. Soon the grid of urban space 
became a massive stage for daily fun poked at offenders of rules about red 
lights and crosswalks. The spectacle created a public from discreet and de
fensive residents who during years of lawlessness had been avoiding eye
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contact with one another. A  public is formed in response to a spectacle, 
as performance theory makes clear; it is not a pre-constituted body with a 
general will to see a show.30 Even a previously formed public counts on pre
views and publicity as incentives to reconvene. In Bogota, the pantomime 

performances reconstituted a res publica that appreciated some pedestrian 
elements of the law. Now people came together in public to abide the law, 
with pleasure. Active citizens are not spectators in the conventionally pas
sive sense, nor are they disinterested observers—Kant’s Weltbetrachters.31 
Instead, the jaywalkers, the laughing crowd, and the corrected crossers at 
crosswalks were all spect-actors, in Boal’s deconstructed neologism that 
undoes the difference between the doers and the done to.

The idea to replace the traffic police with mimes didn't occur to Mayor 
Mockus right away. In fact, he spent his first month in office practically 
paralyzed politically, worried along with everyone else about what to do in a 
city so hot with crime that the law was going up in smoke. Voters had taken 
a risk on the unlikely mayor. He was a distinguished professor of philosophy 
and mathematics and recently the president of the National University, but 
hardly a career politician.32 And now they wondered whether they had not 
made another mistake, along with the increasingly desperate conclusion 
that staying in Bogota was a bad idea. It’s not that academics are unknown 
to politics in Colombia, where grammarians became presidents during the 
nation-building nineteenth century.33 And voters knew that Mockus had 
some administrative experience. But neither Colombia’s history of scholar- 
politicians nor the administrative record of the university president could 
have predicted his success at the polls. For one thing, Mockus doesn’t fit the 
notoriously conservative nineteenth-century mold. He chose to study and 
teach mathematics, he told me, rather than the humanities because math 
doesn’t depend on deep philological roots acquired over a privileged life
time; it is an equal-opportunity discipline. Ask any Bogotano how Mockus 
lost his job as university president to appreciate how surprising he can be, 
and how close to calamity an inspired risk can run.

Before the (in)famous incident in 1993, Mockus had for three years clev
erly managed to facilitate conversations and even accords at the politically 
volatile National University. How, you may wonder, did he overcome the 
refusal of administrators to talk to revolutionary students who would not 
remove their masks? He simply invited both parties into a room and in
structed the students to sit with their backs to the administrators so they 
could speak freely to the wall. Mockus also devised games for players too
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intransigent to deliberate. One game was to tie the ends of a string to the 
wrists of one player and, looping another string through the first, to tie the 
new ends onto the wrists of a partner. The challenge to untangle the con
nection engaged the antagonists in physical contact so long that collabora

tion began to override the enmity.
The fateful affair began when Mockus tried to offer official remarks 

at the inaugural ceremonies for the new faculty of arts. The dean had al
ready been heckled into silence by the hostile student crowd. But Presi
dent Mockus was not deterred. He must have counted on his talent for 
inventing charms to establish civility, even though the students were at 
their unruly extreme that night, determined to outshout the president and 
to undermine any new university program. Mockus tried several moves to 
quell the crowd, but each failed. Then, in a move that no one could have 
predicted, the future mayor turned around, dropped his pants, and mooned 
the crowd of noisy students. They were stunned into silence. Satisfied at 
having won the skirmish, the president resumed a decorous posture and 
delivered his speech to a quiet audience. The shock for him came later. The 
next day, Mockus got to see his own bare bum featured on television dur
ing the nightly news program. One of the students evidently came prepared 
to shoot with a video camera. In a single stroke, Mockus became embar
rassingly visible to all sectors o f Colombian society and inappropriate as 
president of the National University. Now famous for his former job and 
available for a new one, Mockus campaigned to become mayor of a desper
ate city willing to take a risk on the unconventional candidate.

But during that first uneventful month in office, citizens felt disap
pointed. The new mayor had decided to address the high rate of traffic 
deaths to show some success before tackling entrenched interests, and he 
commissioned a study by the Japanese International Cooperation Agency. 
It turned out that at least 25 percent of the accidental deaths could be pre
vented by improving behavior among pedestrians and drivers, A  follow-up 
study of the streets pinpointed a single target for his cultural acupuncture: 
the deadly crosswalks.34 With the troublesome nerve exposed, Mockus en
couraged the Institute of Culture and Tourism to design cultural pressure 
that would arouse shame for ignoring crosswalks, not fear of fines. (Culture 

and Tourism, by the way, had been an underfunded afterthought for city 
government before Mockus became mayor; under him it became the hub 
of cultura ciudadana.) Each day for a month, the mayor asked the institute’s 
frustrated director, Paul Bromberg, for a good idea.
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Bromberg finally confided to his father-in-law that he felt discouraged. 
During dinner one evening he asked the old man for advice. Instead o f help 
Bromberg got a sarcastic dismissal, he told Mockus the next morning. The 
ironic in-law had snapped: “When there’s nothing to be done, it’s time to 
bring out the clowns.” After this unhappy report, and a short pause in the 
conversation, Mockus lit up. “That's a great idea!” He would propose re
placing some embarrassingly corrupt traffic police with a few funny mimes 
poised to make people laugh at lawlessness. Citizens would learn to play 
together in public space and to love the props of striped crosswalks and 
red lights. The center city would for a while stop giving traffic tickets and 
discontinue—for good—the bribes demanded by uniformed officers. As 
more mimes trained to take over for traffic police, that unfriendly force 
faced dissolution, nine (gestating) months after the experiment started.

Mockus had purposefully misinterpreted an old man’s mockery as a 
marching order. A  metaphor for defeat was realized as an advance in the 
war of position called Civic Culture. With characteristic and almost impish 
innocence, like an artist, the mayor chose to hear a literal message on the 
surface of the familiar figure of speech. Another time that Antanas chose 
to listen badly on purpose was when he and Adriana Cordoba were plan
ning their wedding, which took place in 1996. The dilemma was where to 
get married, and the solution was to turn a dead metaphor into living lan
guage. Finding a spectacular venue would allow the public to participate. 
There would be no list of special guests for the celebration but rather a gen
eral invitation to the city. Churches were out of the question, because the 
still devout groom had been excommunicated for marrying and divorcing 
a previous partner. Antanas asked his fiancee for a recommendation. She 
teased him: “If you want a three-ring circus, why not get married there?” 
Antanas and his bride did just that—inside the tigers’ cage as the tamer 
whipped his wards away from the happy couple and from the terrified ele
phant they rode.

By making the common expression unfamiliar, defamiliarized by an in
tentional mistake, Mockus made a work of relational art that engaged an 
entire city on the streets and at the circus. Sometimes, and probably offen, 
creativity follows from purposeful misunderstanding. This is why bilingual 
and bicultural games are a source of endless fun and wisdom as they track 
the artful failures of language.35 Misunderstanding, intentional or not, is 
also why foreigners help to keep democracy dynamic, by asking unlikely 
questions that stimulate justification or reform.36 Antanas Mockus, with
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his Lithuanian name and his Colombian allegiance, lives a cultural com
plexity that matters for democracy. One effect is “learning to listen better,” 
as when he honors literal meanings and also anticipates mistakes in multi
cultural settings.37 For example, he wrote an essay on “Cultural Amphibi
ans” to establish the importance of translation as a skill in education; and 
I am convinced that this keen observation takes advantage of his own bi
cultural formation that shuttles between languages. Educators, he writes, 
are fundamentally amphibious because they move material from one reg
ister of language and experience to others; without this agility for transla
tion, teachers could not teach. The same ability to interpret elements of one 
code in terms of another allows cultural amphibians to participate in legal, 

' moral, and cultural expressions without violating their personal integrity. 
Amphibians help to bridge the dangerous divorce of law from morality and 
culture by translating the reasons of one into the others. “The idea o f mod
ern democracy is inseparable from the possibility that different reasons 
may back up the same rules.”38

This is a significant departure from traditional Colombian politics, 
which had advocated cultural coherence and consistency in legal reason
ing. Intolerance for political and ethnic diversity went so far— according 
to historian Alfonso Munera— as to sacrifice Panama to the United States 
in X903 though the future canal was predicting fantastic incomes. For con
servative Colombia, it was apparently worth the price to be rid of the cul
turally inassimilable and politically radical Affo-Colombians concentrated 

in Panama.39 The grammarian-statesmen at the turn of the last century re
viled local particularities in language and politics, just as they denounced 
deviations from Catholic dogma.40 Well into the twentieth century, non- 
Catholic immigration was severely limited if  not denied. Defending to the 
letter its linguistic heritage of classical Latin and Castilian Spanish, Bogota 
was known as the “South American Athens.”41 B y 1886, conservative Rafael 
Nunez (twice president between 1880 and 1888) had replaced the earlier 
liberal and secular constitution with a Church-centered document that 
lasted more than a century. It acknowledged Spain as the mother country, 
while other Latin American states considered her unnatural, castrating, or 
insignificant42

On this monocultural background, Mockus advocated the pedagogi
cal and developmental dynamism of amphibious cultures to mark a new 
procedural modernity for the country. He and other intellectuals helped 
to draft Colombia’s Constitution o f 1991 which, for the first time, recog
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nized minority cultural rights and honored local authority. As mayor, 
Mockus would decentralize the administration of the socially fragmented 
and sprawling city of almost eight million residents into twenty fairly au
tonomous locales. Local as well as general human rights would continue 
to inspire his subsequent political campaigns. Those included another suc
cessful bid as mayor of Bogota in 2001 and three runs for the national presi

dency, in 1998, 2006, and 2010. Meanwhile he continues to direct Corpo- 
visionarios, a consulting institute for public policy and idea generation.43

A Numbers Game
Theories about socially constructive art are still in stages of underdevelop
ment, given political skepticism about what art is good for and also human
istic defenses against usefulness. Grant Kester makes a significant contri
bution in “Dialogical Aesthetics: A  Critical Framework for Littoral Art,” 
proposing new criteria for collaborative projects that negotiate the bound
aries between aesthetic and social values.44 But taking statesmen into ac
count as “littoral” artists is a stretch.45 Either creative leaders seem too rare 
to generate principles, or they appear practically diabolical. More people 
have heard about Adolf Hitler, for example, than about Antanas Mockus. 
Hitler, we know, was a mediocre painter and then a devastatingly success
ful director and lead actor of a historical epic that he made sure to choreo
graph, decorate, broadcast, and film.46 Maybe the Spanish conquerors will 
come to mind as exemplary administrative artists. They were consummate 
architects and city planners on lands that were already populated but that, 
as artists, they imagined to be empty canvases wiped clean. Add the pomp 
of Catholicism, which dazzled believers and dignified violent conversions 
from the Middle Ages into modern times, and also the general taste for re
finement and beauty that justifies privileged classes to take advantage of 
everyone else, not to mention the devious creativity of financial institutions 
that have sunk the global economy into a general depression, and you may 
conclude that the combination of art and power creates an unfair imbal
ance against civic decency.

But resistance to abuse also uses art: Painters and poets in concentra
tion camps defended their human dignity as creative agents. Antifascist 
Red Army posters outdid Nazi propaganda in design and impact. Indige
nous New Christian artists smuggled old symbols of local cults to keep 

their chain of worship unbroken. And other popular arts, from slave songs
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to graffiti murals, shore up cultural autonomy and self-worth against de
humanizing force and indifference. Nevertheless, in powerful hands, art 
seems to support unjust advantages. After the Enlightenment—when cre
ativity could get full credit for doing political work— artists have often dis
tanced themselves from government projects even when they have got
ten government support. Social commitment for artists more likely means 
opposition to political authorities than collaboration with them. (See chap

ter 3, “Art and Accountability.”)
Hoping, however, to withhold art from government, or objecting to its 

use because governments have used art harmfully, is like condemning lan
guage because it can curse. Language arts, like others, are born of innate 
and hardwired human faculties, so abstinence from art is a self-denying and 
self-canceling caution against living. A  more practical response to the dan
gers would distinguish art that does damage from art that does good. Are 
there family resemblances among cases? I think there are. Power-brokered 
art is most harmful when power is concentrated in political elites. An auto
crat designs a personalized state that can be realized as long as the gen
eral population of nonartists executes the plan and dutifully rehearses the 
script. The roles, props, and symbols come from agreeable artists. “M y idea 
of an agreeable person is a person who agrees with me,” Benjamin Dis
raeli explained.47 Improvisation or levity—not to mention contestation— 
is dangerously out of place in monolithic top-down art. It rejects Schiller’s 
caution against violently molding human material into another’s work. 
(See chapter 5, "Play Drive in the Hard Drive”)

The contrast I want to suggest between this auteur model of political 
art and more democratic forms is in the numbers. It is a difference of par
ticipatory scale in art-making, “a distribution of the sensible” in Ranciere’s 
formulation.48 To borrow Sir Prancis Bacon’s quip about money, art “is like 
muck, not good except it be spread.” 49 Brazil’s ministers o f culture Gilberto 
Gil (2003-2008) and Juca Ferreira (2008-2010) understood the principle 
when they fertilized networks of local artists in bottom-up programs.50

Claire Bishop worries that inclusiveness blunts art’s provocative edge 
when consensus building matters more than aesthetic results. The danger, 
she says, is double (despite Kester’s reassurances): either artists stay fixed 
on personal projects and merely use the collective to fill in the design; or 
artistic vision is lost in negotiations.51 But many distinguished artists hold 
out for a third possibility.- participants are creative whether they stay with 
the collective project or ripple out into new works. The a c t  u p  experience
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is a model of collaboration without submission to deadening consensus; in 

cases of disagreement, dissenters added spin-off projects to fuel the shared 
movement without losing artistic steam. (See chapter 2, “Press H ere” )

Artist-citizens become admirable to one another. No single artwork can
cels out the value of many others, and each exercises a particular charm for 
other creators. Another lesson we learned from Mockus during his Har
vard stay (along with the pragmatics of pleasure) is that admiration is the 
feeling that sustains democracy. A  much stronger feeling than tolerance, 

admiration is an aesthetic response of surprise and wonder that Boal, for 
example, consciously coached on stage and on the street.52 Merely to tol
erate is to continue to count on one’s own opinions and simply wait until 
others stop talking. Tolerant citizens can feel themselves to be the real 
source of good judgment and imagine that the rights enjoyed by others 
apparently issue from one’s own generosity. Paulo Freire hated this kind 
of self-celebrating munificence that confirms an imbalance o f power be
tween giver and receiver.53 Admiration shifts the balance of feeling; it favors 
others without sacrificing self-love. To admire one’s fellow (artist) is to an
ticipate original contributions and to listen attentively. Mockus stimulated 
admiration by creating, for instance, “The Order of the Zebra” (crosswalks 
are called zebras). Identifying decent taxi drivers, decent despite the per
sonal dangers and the general divorce of law and morality from culture, he 
honored them with zebra-shaped lapel pins and car stickers. These insignia 
of “moral giants” gave admiration a multiplier effect. As business boomed 
for the Knights of the Zebra, other drivers coveted membership and strove 
to earn it.54

Consider the difference between the chorus effects of fascism and the 
ripple effects of democracy. Triumph of the Will projects the same single 
voice as do Hitler’s newsreels, whereas Bogota’s mimes and the traffic flash
cards encouraged each citizen to improvise in games of mutual regulation. 
Nazi Germany did not promote general arts projects to stimulate debate 
and deliberation among youth through theater and writing, as Bogota and 
Medellin have done with “Youth Weaving Their Futures.”55 Nor did the 
Nazis issue a call to all children aged six to sixteen, as did Mexico and 
Colombia, to create posters that bid “Good-bye to Tricks” to denounce 
corruption at every level.56 Fascist games targeted uniform results. Hitler 
himself attacked creative education by closing the Waldorf Schools, which 
he called “a Jewish method to destroy the normal spiritual state of the 
people.” 57 It is worth wondering whether a country alive with artists—by
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f i g u r e  1.6. Renewable mimes from student demonstration, Bogoti, 2011.
Source: Guillermo Legarfa, Getty Images.

definition nonconformists and risk-takers—is less likely to support dic
tatorship than a nation of dutiful followers. I ’ve asked this almost rhetorical 
question to political scientists and political leaders; they generally concur 
that dictatorship frowns on creativity and embraces censorship.58 Schiller 
put it this way: “Art, like science, is emancipated from all that is positive, 
and all that is humanly conventional; both are completely independent 
of the arbitrary will o f men. The political legislator may place his empire 
under an interdict, but he cannot reign there.”59

The difference between dictatorial and democratic arts, then, is formal 
as much as ideological. Recognizing the citizen as artist promotes rhizomes 
or networks of civic effervescence, as against a pyramid of creator atop his 
creation. Logically, Mockus objects to being called a leader: “It is impor
tant to develop collective leadership. . . . Millions o f people contributed 
to the results that we achieved.”60 The political appeal of citizen-as-artist 
is similar to the checks and balances of democratic republics that hope to 
decentralize executive power but also to coordinate local autonomy with 
federal structures. New Deal artists and civic leaders would play out this 
analogy—really a synecdoche of artist (part) to (the whole) democracy— 
as they negotiated themes and styles of public murals. Sometimes, though,
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practical considerations seem to trump this general principle of collective 
creativity.

Paint the Town
With an urgent pragmatism that demanded quick results, Edi Rama took 
liberties with democratic principles in Albania’s capital city. Voted mayor of 
Tirana on the Socialist ticket in 2000 for the first of three terms, and chosen 
International Mayor of the Year in 2004, Rama was voted out by 2011 in a 
suspiciously close contest against the center-right Democratic Party.61 His 
objections to fraud were justified and became a hot issue in his success
ful campaign to become Prime Minister in 2013. Though Rama had dis
tanced some supporters by staging relentless protests in favor of his own 
leadership,62 a winning block o f Albanians endorsed his unusual project 
for national recovery: an aesthetic make-over that moves from decora
tive surfaces inward toward respect and self-regulation. As mayor, Rama’s 
bold leadership style determined Tirana’s priorities and even the designs 
for painting the facades o f depressingly grey buildings. But citizens col
laborated too, officially and informally, to an unprecedented degree, Rama 
seized the groundswell to frame his national campaign as politics from 
the bottom up, no doubt to allay concern over his earlier and notoriously 
auteur approach to public art.63

You hear him everywhere: a gravelly basso exhorting the lazy, seduc
ing the skeptics, booming his way through a hip-hop track about Ti
rana that half the city seems to own. He is inexhaustible. He spends 
his days repairing the body and soul of a shattered capital and his 
nights prowling its streets, seeing that the work got done, and that 
no one has been stealing street lights or dropping beer bottles or 
cigarette wrappers—that people are behaving like citizens. Rama is a 
Balkan original, and maybe the most original thing about him is that 
he isn’t really a politician. He is an artist who, you might say, took 
Tirana for his canvas.64

Contemporary journalists observed that the mayor’s art projects did what 
they could, from the top down.

He claims still to be an artist first and most of all, and activities in 
public service are an extension of his aesthetic sensibility into the
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realm of action and life. He shrewdly appraises the legacy of commu
nism as a cultural and social toxin that cannot be eliminated except 
over time, and perhaps a very long time. But he is helping restore Ti
rana society’s immune system and positive attitude by, for example, 
the Return to Identity Programme, ruthlessly razing the haphazard 
and often environmentally damaging outlaw buildings of all kinds 
in order to produce a clean slate on which urban planning can occur 
that will meet the needs of present and future generations.65

Mockus too was unfriendly to unauthorized street-life, especially to side
walk vendors. (What would they think of artist Krzysztof Wodiczko’s 
homeless shelters a la carte: nomadic structures designed in consultation 
with users in New York City?)66

For some critics Rama stretched the possibilities o f democracy be
yond recognition. “Political analyst Fatos Lubonja says the capital might 
as well be renamed ‘TiRama.’ ” 67 But the city that for half a century suf
fered Soviet stagnation, followed by a decade of mob-run speculation and 
informal building that littered the city and poisoned its river, gave the de
termined visionary a chance. Citizens let themselves he charmed by his 
recovery project. Without hesitating, as Mockus had while asking, “What 
would an artist do ?” Rama was already an artist and ready to start. “The first 
thing he did as mayor was to order paint. He blasted the facades of Tirana’s 
gray Stalinist apartment blocks with color—riotous, Caribbean color— 
turning buildings into patchworks of blues, greens, oranges, purples, yel
lows, and reds, and the city itself into something close to a modern-masters 
sampler.” 68 He actually invited modem masters in from 2002 to paint en
tire blocks and turn Tirana into a gallery worthy of visits by tourists and 
investors.69

Decades of visual blight had left Albanians irritable and “aesthetically 
challenged,” says Rama; hut he adds that “they can be calmed by beauty.” 70 
Streets of newly painted buildings became admired public property and 
fostered safer commerce. The change encouraged significant international 
loans and investments.71 B y the time he collaborated with artist Anri Sala 
on the documentary film Dammi i colori (Give Me Colors) 2003, Rama 
could report that there was no other city in all of" Europe where citizens 
had achieved more depth and subtlety in their conversations about color. 
They would gather in coffee houses, homes, and newly recovered parks 
to consider the aesthetic qualities or failings o f freshly painted buildings.
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and to deliberate about designs for new projects on still-drab facades. De
liberating for the pleasure o f it, with no apparent personal goal but the 
free interchange of opinion, renews a taste for politics in the classical sense 
of the word: a disinterested vita activa (see chapter 3, “Art and Account
ability”). And this aesthetic education of Tirana—proceeding, as Schiller 
said it would, from freely admiring art to imagining how to make more— 
trained citizens to identify freedom as worthy of cultivation.

Rama must have learned from other painters and architects how to 
transform ugly buildings into beautiful ones. An obvious but unacknowl
edged teacher is Friedensreich Hundertwasser, whose architectural make
overs in Austria in the 1980s gave new looks to the Rosenthal Factory in 
Selh and to the Mierka Grain Silo in Krems. For these projects Hundert
wasser called himself an “architecture doctor.” 72 And though he favored 
organic lines on buildings and in manifestoes over the geometric patterns 
that Rama features, the structural use of color on aesthetically ailing build
ings is an undeniable family resemblance.73

t h e  e x t e n d e d  F A M I L Y  of color therapists for cities includes painters of 
Manarola on the Italian Riviera, of Guayaquil in Ecuador’s highlands, and 
Rio de Janeiro’s favela Santa Marta.74 I f  elsewhere the idea of public color 
campaigns seems merely decorative and misguided as public policy, it is 
time to consider the potential of the work of art in the world.

The same citizens o f Tirana who debated about color would actively 
participate in public budget hearings to determine priorities for public 
works.7S Other citizens refused to participate, but didn’t worry about de
signs on their lives and freely denounced Rama for his bold interventionist 
style. “It is unfortunate,” even admirers told the mayor, "that everything 
you have done is so closely linked with your team and to your wisdom and 
individuality, rather than becoming strongly rooted as well with a work
ing juridical system.” 76 After two violent murder attempts, the objection to 
heavy-handedness didn’t scare the mayor. “I don’t pretend to be an angel. 
I’d never become mayor in Switzerland, where you have to have a refer
endum to go to the toilet,” he says. “There I would stay in my studio and 
paint.” 77 Citizens’ involvement in decision-making may have been an un
scripted development of Rama’s projects. A  Kantian common sense about 
color as a constructive element in recovery led to discussions about priori
ties and programs. Until May 2012 the website tirana.gov.al hosted Rama’s
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colorful gallery of architectural makeovers, recoveries of public space, and 
public meetings to debate priorities and allocations. But after losing the 
mayoral election to Lulzim Basha, the same web address now opens onto a 
monochrome grid of administrative links and picture galleries that project 
portraits of the new mayor from practically every frame.

Mockus had made sure to engage the broadest possible base of Bogota’s 
citizens in co-constructed arts projects; and he delivered the results to 
Enrique Penalosa, who realized many of Mockus’s construction plans, 
though they represented competing political parties. Sadly, Mayor Rama 
didn’t relay his work to the dubiously elected new mayor. Nor, presumably, 
would Basha have received the offer of good practices from the opposition. 
But now, Prime Minister Rama’s bottom-up approach is a sign that the 
public’s developing common-sense, from aesthetics to participatory poli
tics, may insure more continuity in public projects.

Sometimes though, bottom-up creativity can raise cautions even for 
good governments, because art is unconventional and naughty by nature. 
Understandably, leaders tread with care, or they waffle between defending 
artistic freedom and channeling resources toward agreeable artists. Broad- 
based art-making has to deal with disagreements, differences of perspec
tive, competing designs, and conflicting desires, all of which can derail 
the goals that voters endorsed when they elected winning candidates.78 A  
monumental case of this challenge to coordinate art with government is 
America’s New Deal, which wrestled “to reconcile artistic freedom with the 
imperatives of bureaucratic control and public accountability.”79

The Home Front
The exemplary mayors from Bogota, Curitiba, Tirana, and many other cities 
earn international admiration for reviving civic commitments in cities jaded 
by generations of broken promises. Few observers doubt that art played a 
significant role in these stories of recovery. Perhaps art can work in other 
difficult cities where citizens value creative practices. This hope prompts 
quite a few Latin American leaders to request advice from Mockus. Im
pressed with his results, they imagine similar programs at home; but reluc

tant to risk failure and their authority, they often hesitate. “There’s a trap in 
this business of advising leaders to play games,” Mockus admits, “because 
respectable officials want good results, and good results are not easy to en
sure in games that are daring enough to break had habits.” 80
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First world leaders are even more skeptical. For the same reason that 
persuaded Rama to become mayor in Albania though he would have re
fused in Switzerland, Ms foreign fans and those of Mockus discount the 
value of art in more stable societies. North Atlantic cultures are different, 
they say, agreeing with Max Weber, less disposed to creativity than to self- 
restraint.81 “Traditionally, Americans harbored an attitude that art was a 
luxury,” made by the talented few and meant for the fewer who could af
ford to buy it.82 But a double irony plays out on this demarcation between 
the rational North and the creative South. The first is that Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt’s New Deal, of course, promoted a massive program o f social re
generation through art-making. The second irony is that the U.S. program 
did leam a lot from Latin America. Though several influences combined to 
support New Deal arts (Dewey’s progressive education, settlement houses, 
redefinitions of aft coming from revolutionary Russia, European Group 
Theatre),83 Mexico was the stunning model.

After an exhausting rash of revolutions that lasted from 1910 to 1920, 
Mexico faced the colossal challenge to reinvent itself. Without a shared 
culture there would be no general will to do the work, so recovery started 
in earnest when President Alvaro Obregon appointed Jose Vasconcelos as 
minister of education (1921-1924). Leaving his brief stint as rector of the 
National University, where he had “not come to work for the university but 
to ask the university to work for the people,” 84 Vasconcelos took up his new 
job with a missionary zeal that irked many hut achieved broad and lasting 
results. His comprehensive program included (1) public schools for chil
dren and adults, where teachers became his “artist-apostles”; (2) the publi
cation o f all manner of affordable books to stock a new network of libraries; 
and (3) murals about Mexico by masterful Mexican painters who helped 
to revive local arts. The still illiterate masses were heirs to enviable artis
tic traditions, including Aztec and Mayan murals, and they responded to 
grassroots creativity that facilitated communication and fueled patriotism. 
Vasconcelos took a lesson from John Dewey on pragmatic reform, though 
later he dismissed the North American as a soulless utilitarian, almost by 
national definition.85

The United States, according to Vasconcelos, had missed its chance to 
become the democracy that Hegel imagined would materialize to the west 
of Europe. Squandered on an incorrigibly racist society, the spirit of democ
racy moved even farther west to Mexico. Vasconcelos credited his coun
try with forging a unified “cosmic race” to crown human evolution with
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equality. His manifesto, L a raza cosmica: Mision de la raza iberoamericana 
(1925), is admittedly equivocal. It rehearses all the old racist attributions 
(whites are intelligent; blacks are hard workers; Indians are submissive and 
accommodating) as elements of one new race. But the book also celebrates 
mixing the attributes, while northern eugenics campaigns were recom
mending racial purity. Raza cosmica became practically required reading 
all over Latin America, as countries were pulhng themselves together, try
ing to scramble heterogeneous populations into coherent national cultures.

Mexico’s accomplishment of an arts-based hybridity to support national 
reconstruction evidently inspired FD R  and his staff to adopt and to outdo 
the model. With adjustments to taste and scale, the United States followed 
Mexico’s recipe for reviving patriotism: mix aesthetically compelling re
gional culture with a measure of common heritage to leaven national pur
pose.86 One recent account traces FDR’s art-making ambitions back to 
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, but Roosevelt’s advisers looked 
to contemporary M exico:87 “The founders of the p w a p  (Public Works of 
Art Project, 1933-1934) believed it to be a grander and even more promising 
impetus for the arts than the Mexican mural project of a decade earlier.” 88 
Even grander would be the sequel, the w p a ’s (Works Progress Admin
istration) Federal Art Project (p a p , 193S-1939).89 In visual arts alone the 
project would employ about five thousand artists and administrators who 
together produced more than 225,000 works of art and decorated eleven 
thousand public buildings.90 The f a p  also sponsored performing artists: 
writers, narrators, playwrights, actors, musicians, composers, film makers, 
as well as interviewers who recorded and compiled personal memoirs of 
twenty-three hundred surviving former slaves.91 Carlos Fuentes apparently 
thought that the United States did outdo Mexico. He doesn’t even mention 
his own country when he exhorts us all to make a “new New Deal of global 
governance that must begin like Roosevelt and the American people did 
from the bottom up.” 92

Instructive ripples from both projects combined in Puerto Rico. (“Comic 
Race” is Ruben Rios Avila’s version for an island where North and South 
come together but don’t mix.)93 Throughout the 1950s, the d iv e d c o  (Di
vision de education comunitaria) developed variations on the WPA and 
on programs in Mexico where many Puerto Rican artists studied.94 Les
sons learned from years of frustration in FDR’s New Deal prepared Edwin 
Rosskam to draft the d i v e d c o ’s founding document, making sure to de
fend artistic freedom, which supported lasting achievements.95
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f i g u r e  1 . 7 . Panel from the frieze “Construction” in the Bowery Bay Sewage 
Disposal Plant in Queens, New York, sculpted by Cesare Stea for the Works 
Progress Administration, 1939 . The Granger Collection, New York.

Most accounts of U.S.-government-sponsored art acknowledge the in
spiration from Mexico’s spectacular muralists, though striking omissions 
occur.96 But the accounts hardly mention other Mexican models for the 
f a p , such as the overhaul of public education to feature the arts, or the 
massive state publishing project that encouraged local writers. The great 
Mexican muralists were impossible to ignore; Diego Rivera, David Alfaro 
Siqueiros, and Jose Orozco had already dazzled private collectors, and 
they would fire up government agencies. The messenger between the art 
world and the administration was George Biddle. Brother o f the presi
dent’s New Deal adviser, Biddle had been FDR’s classmate at Harvard Law 
School before becoming a painter and going to Mexico to apprentice him
self to Rivera.97 Impressed by the public arts programs there, Biddle sug
gested to the president in 1933 that a mural should embellish the new Jus
tice Department building in Washington, DC. The Treasury Department 
approved the commission, a first step toward developing the p w a p  and 
then the f a p .98

Drawing on John Dewey’s exhortation to make art available to all, the 
director of the p a p , Holger Cahill, said in 1936: “The organization of the 
Project has proceeded on the principle that it is not the solitary genius but 
a sound general movement which maintains art as a vital, functioning part 
of any cultural scheme. Art is not a matter of rare, occasional masteipieces.” 
The Department of the Treasury objected, arguing that the government 
should commission outstanding artworks, not provide relief to mediocre 
artists.99 Cahill knew what was at stake:
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The Project has discovered that such a simple matter as finding em
ployment for the artist in his hometown has been of the greatest 
importance. It has, for one thing, helped to stem the cultural ero

sion which in the past two decades has drawn most of America’s 
art talent to a few large cities. It has brought the artist closer to the 
interests o f a public which needs him, and which is now learning to 
understand him. And it has made the artist more responsive to the 
inspiration o f the country, and through this the artist is bringing 
every aspect of American life into the currency of art.100

The partnerships that Cahill brokered between local artists and community 
leaders through the w p a  mural project raised hackles on both sides. In
evitably, the government’s offer to artists equivocated between promoting 
aesthetic value and insisting on the political merit of local lore.101 But the 
resulting pride o f place and the pleasure in beautified communities helped 
to sustain patriotism during depressing times, according to W P A  leader
ship. New Deal artists also “saw their art as part o f a national movement, 
a positive force that would further both the acceptance and availability of 
art in America hut also uplift the morale of a depressed nation.”102 Making 
art demonstrated that national renewal was possible, despite conditions of 
scarcity. Even the annoying negotiations were constructive, reaffirming the 
democratic process in each locale.103

Most accounts of the reasons to establish the w p a ’s  artwork stop here, 
at national revival and work relief. But surely there is another, paradoxical, 
and more Machiavellian reason for supporting so many artists during the 
worst economic crisis the United States has yet experienced. Biddle had 
remarked to Roosevelt that “artists have to eat, too.”104 But this argument 
makes the rather privileged assumption that artists stick to their chosen 
profession even if  it means starving. Biddle had the money to continue 
painting. But other artists have been known to take up even menial jobs 
when they are hungry. The government could have hired down-and-out 
painters and poets to dig ditches and build bridges. (Colombia’s most fa
mous living photographer, for example, turned up in a New York City ware
house hauling boxes at the age of eighty-five. Why was he working there ? “I 
miscalculated,” Nereo Lopez Meza smirked. “I thought I ’d be dead by now 
so I spent all my money.”)

Instead, it seems more credible that artists got support from the goverh- 
ment because they might otherwise have used art to agitate (more) against
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the government. Why else would a penurious state develop programs, hire 
administrators, and run political risks about decorous lines being crossed 
with public monies? True, the allocation for a mural was usually a minus
cule 1 percent of the cost for a new building,105 and the combined expen
ditures over eight years for Federal Arts Projects came to only $35 million 
(hardly much of w p a ’s  more than $4 billion per year) for a mere forty 
thousand employees (barely a dent among 3.3 million w p a  workers).106 
Nevertheless, this minority of artists was provocative enough to mire Con
gress in long sessions of penny-pinching control.

The fact is that many artists were left-leaning socialists, or communists, 
or sympathizers.107 The times were rife with revolutionary artists, interna
tionally. Strategic disavowals from f a p ’s  administrators didn’t convince 
conservatives who denounced artists as dangerous and unworthy of welfare 
commissions. Maybe conservatives hadn’t heard how much trouble Rivera 
and Siqueiros had made inside Mexico, leading violent protests in the offi
cial Art Academy and reducing capitalists to cartoon characters in commu
nist publications!08 But the Los Angeles mural by Siqueiros was notorious; 
it showed an Indian nailed to a double cross topped with U.S. coins and 
an eagle. More notorious was Rivera’s homage to Lenin in the mural he 
painted for Rockefeller Center!09 Those works were covered over to avoid 
more scandal, but conservatives had good reason to remain vigilant.

Perhaps predictably, the noisiest government interference was with the
ater artists who were making a spectacle o f social protest. (The Writers’ 

Project got almost equal harassment in the notorious “Dies Commit
tee.” 110) When w p a  director Harry Hopkins hired Hallie Flanagan for the 

Theatre Project in 1935, he promised there would be no censorship. But 
he broke that promise six months later!11 Tensions peaked in 1937 around 
Marc Blitzstein’s The Cradle Will Rock. Flanagan wasn’t sure she should risk 
producing the relentless class critique in a climate o f violently repressed 
strikes, though Orson Welles goaded her on, intending later to move the 
show to Broadway. After the w p a  revoked support for the show, and dosed 
the theater where it was to open, Blitzstein and Welles reconvened the 
crowd in another theater. They also fired up the fired actors to deliver siz
zling performances!12 Liberties like this one led to escalating allegations of 
communist influence and sometimes to ridiculous accusations.

Congressman Joe Starnes of the House Committee on Un-American 
Activities, for example, famously grilled Flanagan in December 1938. He 
was sure that she was protecting a core of communist infiltrators. To sig
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nal a very different, open, and nonideological spirit of the project she por
trayed “a certain Marlowesque madness” among the actors and writers. 
With the Elizabethan reference she hoped to demonstrate a highbrow 
rather than populist preference. Alongside popular tastes and massive pro
ductions (to employ thousands of theater workers) Flanagan had also cul

tivated friendships with T. S. Eliot, who donated Murder in the Cathedral 
to the Federal Theatre Project,113 and later with George Bernard Shaw and 
Eugene O’Neill, who contributed rights to all their plays! 14 Adding Orson 
Welles’s direction of revived classics, Flanagan was describing variety, capa
ciousness, and a winning combination of high art with broad appeal. But 
Congressman Starnes heard his suspicions confirmed. “You are quoting 
from this Marlowe. Is he a Communist?” A  bit flustered, Flanagan said she 
meant Christopher Marlowe. By now Starnes had lost his patience: “Tell 
us who Marlowe is, so we can get the proper reference.”115 This comedy in 
Congress recalls an incident that Augusto Boal reports about a Brazilian 
censor who insisted— after hearing about the seditious staging of Oedipus 
Rex—that the author be brought forth to defend his work! 16

The New Deal watchdogs were usually less crude; they claimed the con
tractual rights of a client to approve the services of a provider. Here public 
monies were allegedly paying troublemakers to make trouble. The strate
gic question that the government must have considered is whether paying 
them would control the trouble. Maybe leftists were being funded because 
they made public shows of their opposition to injustice, hunger, and so
cial inequities. That way, revolutionary theater also performed the mag
nanimity and tolerance o f their government sponsor, and the New Deal 
could capture even antigovernment protest as part of its program. Every
thing would he possible inside the New Deal but nothing tolerated outside 
it, to paraphrase Fidel Castro on the Cuban Revolution! 17 If artists had 
no stake in the state, they would surely have tried harder to destabilize it. 
But performing protest in official scenarios mitigated the message, as art
ists confessed in their tormented reflections. Putting them on the payroll 
during hungry times, the state might arrest—in defense of the American 
way of life—rebellious energies that would otherwise ejqilode against gov
ernment! 18

Roosevelt’s reformist rhetoric met the rebels halfway: “In spite of our 
effort and in spite of our talk, we have not weeded out the over-privileged
and we have not effectively lifted up the underprivileged-----We have . . .  a
clear mandate from the people, that Americans must foreswear the concep
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tion of the acquisition of wealth which, through excessive profits, creates 
undue private power over private affairs and, to our misfortune, over pub
lic affairs as well.”119 Public support for creative critics seemed a risk worth 
taking, and it usually paid off. Artists generally understood “that because 
the murals were commissioned by the government for the public, 'a lack 
of controversial political subject matter is certain. Ideas will derive either 
from  history or from the peculiarities of present-day life.’ ”120 Mexico had 
made that bet a decade earlier and continued to support artists in conve
niently disarming ways. Commissioned, salaried, and otherwise sustained, 
Mexican artists have long understood this deal.

The lifeline that channeled artistic energies toward the New Deal would 
tangle, though, between artistic freedom and the demands of the state. 
t r a p  (Treasury Relief Art Project, 1935-1938) was literally the acronym of 
a government agency that employed and controlled down-and-out artists 
to decorate twenty-five hundred public buildings! 21 During an interview in 
1965 painter Charles Alston remembered resenting government interfer
ence that inevitably compromised his art. But his contemporary, Edward 
Biberman, bought the deal. Artistic freedom, he admitted, is never abso
lute! 22 Most art historians take Biberman’s side, endorsing the results of 
moral and financial support for artists during the Depression. However 
contentious the negotiations became between federal authorities and the 
Writers’ Project, and although Congress closed down the Theatre Project 
before all the other projects fizzled out just before World War II (officially 
ending in 1942),123 scholars today generally conclude that the processes and 
the products were worth the efforts! 24

But some cringe at the force-fed patriotic content and the opportun
ism that allegedly choked aesthetic initiative and finally doomed the col
laboration. This difference in judgment runs parallel, I think, to alternative 
approaches to reading a novel. There are readers who focus on how the 
novel ends, whether the protagonist wins or loses a quest; and others read 
for “form,” attending more to the complexities of plot and to the varia
tions of language than to resolutions. Is it funny that critics of the gov
ernment’s artistic constraints turn out to care more about the ideological 
theme of artistic freedom than about the aesthetic forms that responded to 
constraints? An endgame observation by historian Jane DeHart Mathews 
concludes that art is inherently incompatible with accountability. Flana
gan’s "fiery” leadership is Mathews’s best case: the same verve that pro
duced admirable theater doomed the Theatre Project to a congressional
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death!25 And since she believes that creativity cannot abide interference, 
the end o f the Theatre Project seems more significant than its years of cre
ative activity. Richard McKinzie is equally skeptical about the benefits of 
official support to visual arts!26 By the 1970s most art historians were sure 
that aesthetic value could not survive official intrusion, and the few who 
began to linger over the formal qualities of w p a  painting were dismissed 
as iconoclasts or rebels!27

But recently, defenders of the w p a  underline its contributions to formal 
experimentation. John O’Connor and Lorraine Brown argue, for example, 
that the Federal Theatre Project showed how innovative and powerful na
tional theater could he. Among its controversial formal innovations was a 
genre borrowed from communist agitators in Europe, the “Living News
paper.” 128 (Augusto Boal would use Newspaper Theatre, too!29) Large casts, 
using multimedia, staged contemporary social issues researched by w p a  

journalists. Some of the Newspaper’s experimental techniques became last
ing contributions to stagecraft: photographs, projections of animation and 
film sequences, offstage loudspeakers to add comments, questions, crowd 
noise. With occasionally local variations, particular “editions” of the News
papers would often play simultaneously in several cities to create a national 
buzz. Probably the best-known edition, produced in eleven cities, was One- 
Third of a Nation. It played out FDR’s haunting concern for the country: “I 
see one-third of a nation ill-housed, ill-clad and ill-nourished.” 130 Because 
the W P a ’s mandate was largely to provide for artists (and maybe to contain 
them), rather than to yield returns on investment, the government actually 
enabled a greater level of aesthetic freedom than did risk-averse private 
funding. “Try-out” theater in New York City, for instance, amounted to a 
luxury at the time as writers and directors explored new material that they 
could later pitch to commercial producers. The first experiment was sold 
to the movies, and the second to a Broadway producer!31

In the aftermath of the w p a , the civic promise of aesthetic education 
apparently met a precocious end. But official interest revived by 1965 when 
Lyndon Johnson established the National Endowment for the Arts ( n e a )  

and the National Endowment for the Humanities ( n e h ) .  The United States 
had fallen behind the U SSR in the competition for space exploration and 
the government hoped to reenergize learning and creativity, along with na
tional pride. Glenn Seaborg, the head of the Atomic Energy Commission, 
told a Senate committee: "We cannot afford to drift physically, morally, 
or esthetically in a world in which the current moves so rapidly perhaps
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toward an abyss.” 132 The n e a  was careful to keep funding decisions free 
from almost any consideration but artistic excellence!33 To an important 
degree, the hands-off policy responded to a developing retreat of art and 
interpretation into private subjectivity. Art had practically developed an 
allergy to any strain of usefulness.

The founding n e a  language was less about civic capacity than about 
identifying a great country by its great culture. A  section called ‘‘Prohibi
tion against Federal Supervision” promised not to meddle!34 But freedom 
came with a caveat: “Public funds provided by the Federal Government 
must ultimately serve public purposes the Congress defines.” 135 Ronald 
Reagan planned to abolish the n e a  soon after his election in 1980, but de
sisted after other conservatives including Charlton Heston defended the 
agency. Ten years later, scandals about Robert Mapplethorpe’s “obscene” 
photographs and Andres Serrano’s “Piss Christ” again threatened the En
dowment during debates as acrimonious as the anticommunist w p a  hear
ings!36 And renewed legislation in 2006 conceded to the religious right that 
“obscenity” should not be funded!37 Surviving in the n e a  language is an 
echo of Dewey’s defense of art as life lived critically and creatively, but the 
zeal is gone and so is the connection between art and civic agency.

Many North Americans may know something about Roosevelt’s arts ini
tiative, but most don’t know its significance. General histories of the period 
downplay art’s accomplishments!38 I f  citizens knew more about how art 
works in this case and in others, they might sense a wealth of resources for 
social development and demand more creative education as well as extra
curricular arts programs. We could learn to anticipate inspired interven
tions and even coax our imagination to create them. More hooks like Art 
Worked: The New Deal, Art and Democracy (2009) by Roger Kennedy will 
help to train expectations. Kennedy celebrates the monumental economic, 
environmental, and also spiritual effects of New Deal arts, though the case 
seems exceptional to him rather than a link to others.

A  revival of the New Deal’s decision to keep art at work during hard 
times seemed possible in March 2009!39 With the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act the Obama administration appropriated an extra $50 
million to the n e a  “to be distributed in direct grants to fund arts projects 
and activities which preserve jobs in the non-profit arts sector.” 140 In Au
gust, the n e a ’s communications director placed a conference call to en
gaged artists, encouraging them to address the administration’s concerns: 
health care, education, the environment, specifically preventative care,
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child nutrition, community cleanups, trail maintenance, reading tutoring, 
and homelessness. But the effort was aborted in the face of accusations of 
intended misuse of government funds and misdirected instrumentalism for 

art. “It was a scandalous breach of the n e a ’s founding legislation, possibly 
a violation of lobbying laws and just plain disgusting to anyone who cares 
about the independence of the arts.” 141 The outraged critics accused the 
administration of narrowly partisan and propagandists intentions, though 
the issues were concerns of a country that elected Obama. The president 
would manage to recover some of Dewey’s dedication to art in education, 
but in the arts he lost ground to right-wing defenders of autonomy!42 Is 
it in principle illegitimate to encourage artists to engage issues of social 
justice? And if  autonomy were a sacred value, would Mapplethorpe and 
Serrano have seemed outrageous?

What Do You Expect?
"Don’t worry,” assuaged the gracious facilitator at a 2,008 meeting of U N  

Habitat’s “Safer Cities.” I had commented that the theme of art was miss
ing from the expert discussion on violence prevention, though examples of 
art filled their presentations. We were in Medellin, Colombia, a model for 
crime prevention since Mayor Sergio Fajardo reduced the homicide rate by 
90 percent. Among his many programs was a system of library-sports com
plexes built along the divide between rich and poor. “Tomorrow,” my host 
continued, “we will spend the whole dayinwhathadbeen a violent hotspot 
and you’ll see that all the youth leaders are artists.” M y worry deepened, of 
course, because if  he already knew that the leaders were artists and didn't 
put art together with prevention for the expert panel, why would more evi
dence change his mind or my concern? Evidence is in but decision-makers 
don’t seem  to process the information about art’s effectiveness. The prob
lem is prejudice rather than a dearth of data!43 Pragmatists know that em
pirical facts don't exist until we notice them. And noticing depends on cul
turally constructed expectations!44

“Safer Cities” helps to broker collaborations between at-risk youth and 
municipal governments. Cities can decide to spend money on art projects, 
or on armed police. The difference will depend, in part, on arguments for 
the alternatives. The U N  initiative typically engages advice from urban 
planners, law enforcers, economic developers, and psychologists, none of 
whom have foregrounded the arts. Maybe art lacks the glamour of gravitas.
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Or maybe it competes annoyingly with social scientific agendas, the way 
successful homeopathic cures compete -with professional doctors. Art was 
the elephant at the Medellin meeting, and informal conversations added 
more cases of art to the rescue. Jorge Gaviria, who worked for the city, told 
us about his prison program for ex-combatants, youth who never devel
oped regular work habits and don’t expect to live past the age of twenty- 
five. He asks them what activity they would find exciting. Invariably they 
answer with some form of art. One prisoner dreams of playing guitar, an
other of painting, or dancing, or acting. Then Gaviria arranges for instruc
tors in the chosen media to come early, every day, over long periods. He 
also told us about his arts-based high school for three thousand at risk stu
dents. Astoundingly, none o f them drops out o f school, while dropout rates 
soar almost everywhere.

Expecting art to work should be part of violence prevention and of edu
cation more generally. Otherwise experts continue to overlook a ubiqui
tous low-cost resource. Everyone noticed the art effect the next day during 
our visit to Comuna 13 when a hand o f preteen musicians greeted us with 
a contagious concert!4S There is wisdom to cull from Medellin’s marginal 
communities and from Bogota’s civic creativity, Tirana’s beautification, the 
w p a ’s  legacy, and more examples that I won’t mention but that perhaps 
you will. All of them channel hostility into art and thereby into learning. 
These and other cases can inspire a range of development programs, hut the 
particular relevance for violence prevention and youth development merits 
urgent consideration worldwide. Postwar chaos and dissolution of families 
make gang life ever more common. In their search for identity, their indefi
nite futures, economic scarcity, social inequality, and sometimes undecided 
genders, youth are nonconformist and rebellious, like artists. Feelings of 
aggression are normal, especially in unfair conditions, so authorities would 
do well to stop wishing those feelings away.

Art honors the explosive energy, Hallie Flanagan explained to her con
gressional interrogators: "It is the very essence of art that it exceed bounds, 
often including those of tradition, decorum, and that mysterious thing 
called taste. It is the essence o f art that it shatter accepted patterns, ad
vance into unknown territory, challenge the existing order. Art is highly 
explosive. To be worth its salt it must have in that salt a fair sprinkling 
of gunpowder.”146 The sprinkling can accumulate dangerously if  govern
ments don’t provide outlets for artistic “symbolic aggression.” Behaviorist 
research clinches the connection between violence and a lack of creativity
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by observing that murderers have a characteristically underdeveloped ca
pacity for play!47 One takeaway lesson for civic leaders is to multiply oppor
tunities to develop that capacity. Youth generally accept the invitation to 
play and to make art, for obvious reasons. Art thrives on nonconformity, 
exploration, expression, and the development of individuality.

Vexed as the national and international debates have been, there is good 
news at the city level in the United States, and it connects to the good news 
abroad. Mayors are beginning to acknowledge and to promote sustainable 
development sparked by art’s agency!48 Jaime Lerner, three-time mayor of 
Curitiba and twice governor of the state of Parana, began his t e d  talk in 
2008 by saying that cities are not a problem; they are a solution. Any city 
can he saved within three years and this will revive entire countries!49 The 
lessons can be abstracted, U.S. consultants say, in a manual for civic sus
tainability!50 News from Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles 
continues to link the arts with urban revival, confirming economist Richard 
Florida’s observations in The Rise of the Creative Class (2002). Consider 
practically devastated Braddock, Pennsylvania. At an Ideas Festival in 2010, 
Mayor John Fetterman spoke “about how art could bring social change 
to a town” decimated by violence and poverty!51 The burly giant (6'8") 
had spent two years at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, where 
he may have gotten the inspirations he acknowledges: Florida’s book and 
the model of urban fanning projects in Detroit’s wastelands and on South 
Bronx rooftops!52 But the “two-pronged approach” of art and agriculture 
could multiply into an entire menu of techniques if  the mayor had also 
collected tips from international cases. A  decade after Fetterman studied 
education and social policy at the Kennedy School, Antanas Mockus and 
Edi Rama spoke there about overhauling their complicated cities through 
visual and performing arts. Professor Elaine Kamarck introduced them, ad
mitting that she often taught that politics was an art but had not taken the 
connection seriously enough!53 Perhaps schools of government are now 
poised to expand student tool kits with more art and more resources from 
the developing world. There is work to do here at local levels!54

From the top, authorities can facilitate safer and more productive cities 
with more art, collective art-making that enlists citizens as coproducers. 
The next chapter explores bottom-up coproductions that often begin out
side and even in opposition to government.
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